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ReZilience 3000
Window Series

re•sil•ience (rî -zî l’ ye ns) n.
1. The mechanical work required to strain an elastic body, as a deflected beam, 
stretched spring, etc., to the elastic limit; also, the work performed by the body 
recovering from such strain. 2. The ability to withstand shock without permanent 
deformation or rupture. 3. The property of a material that enables it to resume its 
original shape or position after being bent stretched, or compressed; elasticity.



Special Features

The Rezilience 3000 Mechanical Window Series

Die Cut Foam Gaskets 
to ensure no infiltration

Steel Reinforced Sashes* 
fully welded sashes

Patented Balance Cover 
will never slip down

Special PVC-Virgin Vinyl 
color is consistent

Spiral or Coil          
Systems Available

7/8” Thick Insulated Glass 
with warm Edge technology

Vent Latches 
limit sashes from opening all      

the way

Integral Interlock 
for added tightness

Welded Sashes 
with special weather stripping

Glass Options: Low-E Glass, Argon Gas, Frosted, Colonial/Diamond Grids, V-Groove, CleanFree

Dual Durometer
Glazing Bead 

used for higher insulation value

Extruded Slim Line
Lift Handle

True Sloped Sill 
permits water run-off

All Lang Exterior products, hardware styles, and ratings are subject to change without notification.

The ReZilience 3000 was engineered to withstand pressure exerted during shifting. As time progresses, houses may 
shift. The ReZilience 3000 was designed to move with the house - we like to say it has ‘give’ - while maintaining its 
airtight properties. If a house shifts and a window has no give, the end result will be a broken window.

ReZilience 3000 windows are built with precision and care. The 7/8” thick insulated glass (Warm Edge Technology) is 
made with the most innovative glass machines on the market. Computerized saws cut our vinyl profiles for truly accurate 
results. The masterframe corners have die cut foam gaskets that protect against air infiltration when screwed together 
and sashes are fully welded. Be assured that the ReZilience 3000 is made with he most updated machinery in the 
Fenestration Industry!

Experience ReZilience 3000 Windows in: 
Double Hungs, Picture Windows, Bays & Hopper Windows.

3000 Double Hungs & Picture Windows are Mechanical Master Frame / Welded Sashes 
Hopper Windows are Mechanical Master Frame / Mechanical Sashes-available in all color selections.

Color Selection
Window Colors

WHITE

REZ-04-00

For test results refer to Architectural Testing Result # 4000 for Double Hungs and # 4001 for Picture Windows.

Lang Windows Inc. 
South Side: 2323 W. 59th Street Chicago, IL 60636 

North Side: 2529 N. Pulaski Road Chicago, IL 60639

773.737.4500
www.langexterior.com

*Widths only


